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Introduction
KNKX has received a petition co-sponsored by four local chapters of 350.org2, a climate-

activist organization, calling for regular and accurate climate reporting and objecting to the way climate
issues are presented in the weekly feature “Weather with Cliff Mass.”  The petition alleges that Dr. 
Mass “consistently and repeatedly misrepresents the central scientifically established facts of a 
changing climate” - in particular, by denying or minimizing the causal relationship between climate 
change and weather-related phenomena (e.g. wildfires) impacting the Pacific Northwest and the U.S. 
generally.  At the request of Matt Martinez, KNKX Director of Content, I have agreed to evaluate the 
scientific basis of the claims made in this petition.

My goal is that this review be fair and transparent and be perceived as such by both sides.  The 
steps I have taken to achieve this are as follows.  (1) On specific topics, I have attempted to survey the 
recent literature and to consult with scientists actively working in those areas.  (2) I have shown early 
versions of this review to both Dr. Mass and the petitioners so that I could have the benefit of their 
responses.  (3) The scope of my review is limited to the claims made on the petition (a few of which 
involve Dr. Mass’s 2008 book3) and to statements made by Dr. Mass on KNKX over the past two 
years4.  (I am aware that Dr. Mass has expressed various political and scientific opinions on his blog5 
and in other forums6, but those are beyond the scope of this review.)  (4) Finally, the next paragraph 
provides a brief description of my own qualifications and potential biases.

I spent 25 years (1986-2011) doing climate-related research at the University of Washington, 
Department of Atmospheric Sciences, first as a PhD student and then (following a 1-year post-doc) as 
research faculty.  I knew and liked Dr. Mass during that time, though we never directly collaborated to 
the best of my knowledge.  To this day, I have great respect for his work advancing both the science 
and application of weather forecasting.  The focus of my research was the effect of anthropogenic 
aerosols on global energy balance.  During my career, I authored or co-authored over 60 articles in the 
peer-reviewed literature and provided over 200 reviews of scientific articles and grant proposals.    
Toward the end of my time at UW, I developed and taught a course on Global Warming for non-science

1 the author can be reached by email at: tadand99@gmail.com
2 Petition co-sponsors are: 350Seattle.org, 350Tacoma.org, 350Eastside.org, 350Everett.org.  (The national/international 

organization 350.org has not played any role in this petition.)  In addition, two KNKX member/supporters have played 
significant roles in advocating for the petition.

3 The Weather of the Pacific Northwest   (2008) by Cliff Mass, University of Washington Press.
4 these radio broadcasts are archived at: https://www.knkx.org/term/weather-cliff-mass
5 https://cliffmass.blogspot.com/ 
6 e.g. a debate on climate politics with Charles Mudede: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4seTc2JeeBA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4seTc2JeeBA
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undergraduates.  Since retiring, I have spent considerable time volunteering as a climate activist and 
have tried to keep abreast of research developments especially as they relate to global warming policy.  
I have  been a member of 350Seattle for many years.  I was quite active from 2014-2016 with their 
fossil-fuel divestment campaign.  I am very sympathetic to the goals of 350.org (the national 
organization of which 350Seattle is a local chapter) and have generally been very impressed with the 
quality of research underlying their efforts - efforts that appear to me to be grounded in the scientific 
consensus expressed by the IPCC7. 

What standards were applied in this review

The petition asserts that Dr. Mass, in his weekly broadcasts on KNKX, systematically 
misrepresents “the central scientifically established facts of a changing climate” and thereby 
misinforms the public about this important threat. These are serious allegations.  In assessing their 
validity, one must first establish what standards to apply.  

Should Dr. Mass thoroughly and accurately discuss the possible role of global warming 
whenever he discusses extreme or unusual weather-related phenomena?  Clearly, such a standard would
be both unworkable and unreasonable.  It would be impossible to adjudicate on a complex and 
contentious issue like global warming, and it would deny experts like Dr. Mass the opportunity to focus
their  limited broadcast time on what they know best and what strikes them as most important.  It is 
worth noting that the “topic” under discussion in most of the cases evaluated in this review is not global
warming per se but public safety in relation to weather-related phenomena.

Nevertheless, it is important to have standards that prevent speakers from systematically 
misinforming the public.  This is especially true for scientific experts speaking on topics that directly 
involve public welfare and public policy.  With this in mind, the standard I have applied in this 
review is that statements from Dr. Mass that involve scientific issues ought to be grounded in 
legitimate (peer-reviewed) science and should not misrepresent well-established science.  Of 
course, I am applying this standard only to statements that involve global warming.  By “well-
established science,” I mean ideas that have a substantial presence in the peer-reviewed literature, even 
if they are still being debated.

Material evaluated in this review

Main Petition  8   (Appendix 1):    This is the on-line version of the petition as launched in September, 
2019.  The thrust of the Main Petition is to call on KNKX to provide scientifically accurate climate 
reporting and to suggest that the “Weather with Cliff Mass” segment fails to do that.  It contains general
statements but no specific allegations of scientific inaccuracy. 

Supplemental Table (Appendix 2): This document lists several specific allegations of scientific 
inaccuracy.  The bulk of this review is an evaluation of those allegations.  The Supplemental Table was 
not widely publicized.  Nevertheless, it was sent to KNKX prior to the launch of the petition and it was 

7 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, https://www.ipcc.ch/ 
8 original document name: “KNKX Petition for Accurate Climate Reporting - 2-sided final.docx.pdf” dated 9/27/2019

https://www.ipcc.ch/
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appended to an early email version of the petition, as well as early paper copies, and was thus used 
publicly to gather support for the petition.  A slightly revised version of this document was prepared in 
October 2019 but not publicly disseminated.  For simplicity, I will evaluate the original version only.

KNKX broadcasts: “Weather with Cliff Mass” is a 5-7 minute weekly radio feature that combines a 
weekend forecast with a wide variety of information about weather science and nature appreciation.  
Global warming is one of many weather-related topics discussed by Dr. Mass over the past two years.  
Other such topics include bird migrations, dust storms, cherry blossoms, Springtime pollen, Fall leaf 
color, Winter ski conditions, driving hazards, water reservoirs, optical illusions, strange cloud 
formations, holiday gifts for weather enthusiasts, Seasonal Affective Disorder, accuracy of Weather 
Apps, accuracy of seasonal forecasts, El Nino/La Nina, weather events in Washington history, and how 
the Earth got its atmosphere.

To prepare for this review, I have listened to (a) all the segments recommended by the 
petitioners, (b) all segments where the description in the KNKX on-line archive suggested a climate-
related topic, and (c) many others besides (a total of 45) to get a feeling for the show.  Based on this 
sample, I find that global warming was mentioned 10 times in the past two years (every other month or 
so).  These segments are listed in Table 1.  On two of these broadcasts, Dr. Mass was describing his 
own research (declining cold waves [5/11/2018] and regional climate modeling [6/28/2019]).  On these 
shows, the discussion of global warming was fairly extensive (around 4 minutes each) since it was the 
main topic.  For the remaining 8 shows, the global warming topic took up an average of 36 seconds per 
show.  All of the issues examined in this review come from those 8 shows. 

Table 1: KNKX segments from past two years where Global Warming (GW) or Climate-Change is 
mentioned.  The column labeled “Tone” characterizes the nature of Dr. Mass’s comments, in my 
judgment, as either “Warning” the public about global warming impacts, “Neutral”, or “Downplaying” 
the importance of global warming impacts.  These categories are independent of any assessment of 
scientific accuracy.

Date Topic Tone Duration Times

11/01/2019 California fires Neutral 1:04 3:32-4:36

06/28/2019 Dr. Mass’s GW research Warning 3:47 1:46-5:33

04/26/2019 Smoke, Air Quality Downplaying 0:15 4:55-5:10

02/01/2019 Cold Waves & Polar Vortex Downplaying 1:16 5:02-6:18

11/30/2018 Atmospheric rivers, flooding Warning 0:39 3:23-4:02

09/21/2018 Hurricanes - why not here? Neutral 0:20 3:18-3:38

09/14/2018 Hurricanes Neutral 0:18 4:40-4:58

08/24/2018 Wildfires Neutral 0:10 5:48-5:58

08/17/2018 Wildfires Downplaying 0:49 5:06-5:55

05/11/2018 Cold waves and GW Neutral 4:20 1:55-6:15
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Conclusions

Global warming is one of a large number of weather-related topics discussed on “Weather with Cliff 
Mass”.  Like most of these topics, global warming is not Dr. Mass’s area of expertise, so it is a high bar
to expect that every comment he makes should pass the level of detailed scientific scrutiny applied in 
this review.  Nevertheless, I find his statements on KNKX generally pass that bar.  That is, they are, for 
the most part, scientifically valid and do not misrepresent well-established science.  However, as 
explained below in the section “Review of specific allegations made in the Supplemental Table,” I find 
two cases where my judgment is that Dr. Mass did not accurately convey the current state of scientific 
understanding and/or failed to alert his listeners that he was presenting his own opinion on matters of 
ongoing scientific debate.  The Petitioners also contend that Dr. Mass systematically downplays the 
impact of global warming.  Based on a qualitative assessment of the 10 segments where global 
warming is mentioned over the past two years (Table 1), I find no clear pattern of downplaying its 
impacts.  That assessment applies to Dr. Mass’s statements on KNKX.  In conducting this review, I did 
receive input from several scientists at the University of Washington lending support to some of the 
claims of the petition, but with regard to Dr. Mass’s statements in public forums other than KNKX.  In 
summary, I do not find compelling evidence in support of the contention of the petition (Appendix 1) 
that Dr. Mass systematically misrepresents the current state of global warming science on KNKX in a 
way that seriously misinforms his listeners on this topic.

On the other hand, the Petitioners are certainly correct, in my opinion, that there is a critical need (on 
KNKX and elsewhere) to better inform residents of the Pacific Northwest about how global warming is
impacting life in this region and how our communities are (or should be) responding to it.  That need 
can best be addressed, in my view, by separate programming that draws upon scientists and other 
experts whose work is directly focused on climate change research and solutions.
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Review of specific allegations made in the Supplemental Table

Summary and page numbers where details are discussed

1. ‘later in the century’ p. 6

My assessment: Dr. Mass’s statements are legitimate and science-based.

2. out of our control p. 8

My assessment: n/a

3. Western wild fires p. 8

My assessment: Dr. Mass partially misrepresents well-established science on this topic.

4. allegations involving Dr. Mass’s 2008 book
4a. snowpack p. 13

My Assessment: The treatment of this subject in Dr. Mass’s book is legitimate and
science-based and is not accurately characterized by the petition

4b. loss of glaciers p. 13   

My Assessment: The treatment of this subject in Dr. Mass’s book is legitimate and
science-based and is not accurately characterized by the petition

4c. little overall warming p. 14

My Assessment: The treatment of this subject in Dr. Mass’s book is legitimate and
science-based and is not accurately characterized by the petition

4d. politicians p. 15

My assessment: n/a

5. media exaggeration p. 15

My assessment: n/a

6. Polar Vortex p. 16

My assessment: Dr. Mass misrepresents well-established science on this topic.

7. Hurricanes p. 21

My assessment: Dr. Mass’s statements are legitimate and science-based.
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Detailed review of specific allegations

1. ‘later in the century’

Petition - Supplemental Table

Statements from Cliff Mass Why his words don’t match the science

Climate change won’t affect the 
PNW until ‘later in the century’ 
i.e. more than 50 years from 
now (multiple references on 
KNKX weather forecasts)

In fact, the science tells us that the increase in GHG levels and the 
warming of the PNW (by +1.3°F) over the last century has led to a 
multitude of environmental consequences, including Washington’s 
2015 recotrd drought and worst fire season in history (WA DNR).  
We are currently seeing the effects of climate change.

Note: Petitioners referred me to broadcasts on 4/26/19, 11/30/19, 9/14/18, and 8/17/18 for ‘later in the 
century’ statements from Dr. Mass.   I listened to all of them.  The 4/26/19 and 8/17/18 broadcasts are 
reviewed in the Wildfire section.  The 9/14/18 broadcast is reviewed in the Hurricanes section.  A 
transcript from the 11/30/19 broadcast is included here and provides a good example of Dr. Mass’s use 
of this phrase.

My assessment: Dr. Mass’s statements are legitimate and science-based.
The Supplemental Table is correct that Dr. Mass frequently uses the phrase “later in the century” when 
referring to significant impacts of global warming on the PNW.  This is not equivalent to denying 
current impacts, as the Supplemental Table implies.  It is a reasonable way to convey the reality of 
global warming impacts without getting bogged down in the caveats and uncertainties associated with 
current impacts.  (See next paragraph for further explanation.)  Moreover, it is not true that Dr. Mass 
never discusses current impacts of global warming in our region - he devoted an entire segment to the 
topic on May 11, 2018.  A central prediction of the global warming theory is that it should lead to a 
decrease in cold extremes9.  Dr. Mass spent that broadcast documenting this decrease in the Puget 
Sound region and explaining it as a direct impact of global warming. 

In general, current impacts are much more ambiguous and complicated to discuss than long-range 
future impacts.   The first impact (or “signal”) to clearly emerge from the “noise” of natural variability 
was global-mean temperature.  As reported by IPCC, that signal was detected with medium confidence 
in 199010 increasing to >90% confidence by 200711.  On regional scales, natural variability is much 
larger (making signal detection more difficult) and climate-change predictions are less clear (making 
attribution of the signal to global warming more difficult).  Some PNW impacts are already detectable 
and can be unambiguously attributed to global warming - e.g. sea-level rise and ocean acidification.  
For other PNW impacts, like increasing wildfires, the attribution question is still being debated, but 

9 As the average temperature shifts up, hot extremes become more frequent and cold extremes become less frequent.  
(Think of a bell curve shifting upwards.)  This basic prediction goes back to the first IPCC report in 1990 (Climate 
Change: The IPCC Scientific Assessment, 1990, p. xxiii)

10 quoting from the 1990 report: “Global-mean surface air temperature has increased by 0.3°C to 0.6°C over the last 100 
years” and “The size of this warming is broadly consistent with predictions of climate models, but it is also of the same 
magnitude as natural climate variability.” (Climate Change: The IPCC Scientific Assessment, 1990, p. xii)

11 quoting from the 2013 report: “Most of the observed increase in global average temperatures since the mid-20th century
is very likely [i.e. >90% confidence] due to the observed increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations.” 
(Climate Change 2007, The Physical Science Basis, IPCC, p. 10.)
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considerable research suggests a primary role for global warming12.  For most weather-related impacts, 
such as changes in heat extremes, winter floods, or snowpack, there are large uncertainties and varying 
degrees of confidence for both the detection and attribution questions.  In a sense, it would be 
scientifically inaccurate to talk about these impacts without talking about their corresponding 
uncertainties.  On the other hand, when regional climate models are run many decades into the future, 
the impacts of global warming on the PNW become unambiguous and, in some cases, very dramatic.  
Focusing on these “later in the century” impacts is therefore an efficient and scientifically responsible 
way to convey the reality and seriousness of global warming and how it is likely to play out in the 
PNW.  The Nov 30, 2018 discussion (below) is an example of Dr. Mass using this approach.  

Transcript from KNKX Nov 30, 2018, discussion of atmospheric rivers  

Forecast discusses good weather on the way to PNW as atmospheric river shifts southward, bringing 
much-need rain to California.  This leads to comments of where we are with respect to normal rainfall 
and snowpack.  Dr. Mass points out that early November was very dry, but with all the rain in the past 
week, we’re pretty much back to normal.  Snowpack remains somewhat below normal.  

Cliff: So, we went from a very anomolously dry situation to one where we are almost exactly where we
should be for the end of the month.

Bellamy: … and you told me not to worry last week, so good on you.   [But] really a lot of late 
[November] rain.  Is this normal or is something changing?

Cliff: Well the pattern we saw this month is not that unusual - starting out dry in November and then 
getting very wet in the late part of the month… that’s pretty typical.  But one thing we should think 
about is, as we get later in the century - as global warming really takes hold - we expect the heaviest 
rainfall in November to be much heavier, because the atmosphere will warm - it’ll hold more moisture -
so the atmospheric rivers like the one we saw last week will tend to get more intense as global warming
strengthens later in the century.  So that’s something to be concerned about.  And that can end up with a
lot more flooding, not only due to more rain, but we’ll have less snow on the ground before, and snow 
tends to soak up some of the precipitation.  So the potential for flooding will increase as we get later in 
the century under global warming.          

12 Abatzoglou, JT and Williams, AP (2016) Impact of anthropogenic climate change on wildfire across 
western US forests. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 113:11770–11775.
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2. out of our control

Petition - Supplemental Table

Statements from Cliff Mass Why his words don’t match the science

Climate change is largely out of 
our control (interviews, blog)

On the contrary we know that, if we act now, serious consequences 
of climate change (such as sea level rise) may be delayed and 
slowed, so that we might have more time to prepare for the 
displacement of “hundreds of millions of people” (National 
Geographic*)

*petition cited: Welch, Craig. “Five Reasons We Need To Act Now on Climate Change.” National 
Geographic, National Geographic Society, 4 Dec. 2015, 
news.nationalgeographic.com/2015/12/151204-climate-paris-disease-antarctic-arctic-ice-melt-
acidification-fish-co2/. 

My assessment: n/a
I cannot evaluate this allegation because I did not come across statements to this effect in the 
broadcasts I listened to, including those recommended by the petitioners.

3. Western wild fires

Petition - Supplemental Table

Statements from Cliff Mass Why his words don’t match the science

Forest fires are a result of forest 
mismanagement and humans living 
further into the woods, not climate 
change. (8/24/2018, KNKX 
audiocast)

Actually, science tells us that increased forest fires are a result 
of decreased precipitation during summer months. Drought 
does influence the amount of fires we are seeing in the PNW 
(National Academy of Sciences, PNAS).*

* Reference given in Supplemental Table is Holden et al., 2018.

Note: The Supplemental Table refers to 8/24/2018, but three other broadcasts are also relevant - 
4/26/2019, 8/17/2018 and 11/1/2019.  The 11/1/2019 broadcast concerns California wildfires, which are
different from PNW wildfires in being driven largely by strong downslope winds.  Dr. Mass has a 
recent publication investigating the causes of a severe California wildfire (Mass and Ovens, 2019).

My assessment: Dr. Mass partially misrepresents well-established science on this topic

Dr. Mass does acknowledge that climate change is and will continue to play a role in aggravating wild 
fires (see transcripts below), so the Supplemental Table is somewhat misleading in this regard.  The 
Supplemental Table is correct that Dr. Mass emphasizes other factors, like forest management and 
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human habitation.  It is accurate to say that he downplays the role of global warming and this, in my 
judgment, misrepresents the current state of scientific understanding.

While the article referenced by the Supplemental Table (Holden et al., 2018) is relevant to this topic, a 
much better general assessment is provided by Abatzoglou and Williams (2016).  That paper evaluates 
the role that global warming has played in recent wild fire increases and finds:

Although numerous factors aided the recent rise in fire activity, observed warming and 
drying have significantly increased fire-season fuel aridity, fostering a more favorable 
fire environment across forested systems. We demonstrate that human-caused climate 
change caused over half of the documented increases in fuel aridity since the 1970s 
and doubled the cumulative forest fire area since 1984.  [emphasis added]

A commentary on this paper by UW Professor Brian Harvey addresses the role of forest 
management.  Dr. Harvey states:

 A second common assertion is that past forest management (particularly on 
public lands) is to blame for recent increases in fire activity. Whereas evidence 
exists in some areas (particularly lower elevation and drier forest types) that past 
fire suppression has led to increased likelihood of severe fire (16, 17), higher 
elevation and moister forest types have been less affected by past fire suppression
and forest management, and have historically burned in large, high-severity fires 
like the ones we see today (16, 17). Thus, across wide swaths of public lands, 
there is little evidence to suggest that recent upward trends in area burned 
are driven primarily by past forest management. [Harvey, 2016, emphasis 
added]

16. Stephens SL, et al. (2013) Land use. Managing forests and fire in changing climates. Science 
342(6154):41–42.

17. Schoennagel T, Veblen TT, Romme WH (2004) The interaction of fire, fuels, and climate 
across Rocky Mountain Forests. Bioscience 54(7):661–676.

There are many factors influencing the rise in western wildfires, and these factors are complex, 
inter-related, and vary regionally.  Moreover, the relative importance of global warming vs other 
factors is the subject of ongoing scientific debate (see, e.g., Syphard et al., 2017 and Haugo et 
al., 2019).  Nevertheless, quotes like the following, which imply that the role of global warming 
is known to be small, do not accurately represent the state of scientific understanding (see full 
context of these quotes in transcripts below).

And then in the longer term, as we go decades or greater into the future, I mean 
the climate is going to change around here if CO2 increases, so we expect, you 
know, warming conditions, which would probably promote fire in the long term. 
[Cliff Mass, KNKX, April 26, 2019]
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Well, I think the true answer is that climate change is probably adding a bit, but 
it’s not the major player.  [Cliff Mass, KNKX, Aug 17, 2018]

On the other hand, the analysis by Dr. Mass of the offsetting factors influencing how global warming 
will affect California fires (KNKX, Nov 1, 2019) appears to be well-grounded in peer-reviewed 
science.  Dr. Mass has contributed to research on the special meteorological conditions that drive these 
fires (Mass and Ovens, 2019) and his statements are supported by other peer-reviewed studies 
(Guzman‐Morales and Gershunov, 2019).

References:
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Transcripts (relevant portions of 4 broadcasts)

KNKX Aug 17, 2018  , discussion of fires and smoke:      
Bellamy asks: Is this [the smoke] the new normal?  People are wondering, should we expect this every 
year?  

Cliff: “Well, I don’t know about every year, but this is really the old normal.  If you go back to the early
part of the 20th century - and going back even further to the 1800’s - this was a very very smoky place 
during the summertime.  And the reason was fires that were burning on the Eastern side of the 
Cascades and all around us.  Fire is a very natural part of this region, and for a long time we were 
suppressing fires - we were putting them out.  And the problem is that you can only do that for a certain
amount of time.  We’ve kind of mismanaged our forests and they’re full of excessive growth and so 
now, when they burn, they tend to burn explosively and in broad areas.  And so we’ve set ourselves up 
by poor forest management and I’m afraid that with slow warming due to climate change and very poor
forest management, we have a lot of smoke in our future.  It’s going to be pretty hard to avoid that, 
unless we do something about our forests.”

Bellamy: “And how big is the role of climate change?”

Cliff: “Well, I think the true answer is that climate change is probably adding a bit, but it’s not the 
major player.  The key thing is that our forests are ready to burn, we have a lot of invasive grasses that 
burn very quickly, we have huge numbers of people moving into wildlands and causing fires, and so, I 
think it’s mainly other reasons, but climate change - particularly climate change in the future - will 
contribute to the outbreak of fires.”

Bellamy: “So you see it getting worse?”

Cliff: “I can’t see it getting better as we warm up - which is not good - but, most importantly, the 
forests have degraded and unless we intervene to make our forests more like what they were 100 years 
ago, we’re going to see increasingly large fires in the future.  We can fix it, but it’s a problem we have 
to deal with.”

KNKX, Aug 24, 2018  , more discussion of fires and smoke:  
Today’s discussion focuses on smoke (terrible air quality in Seattle until marine push two days ago).  
Cliff talks enthusiastically about new generation of smoke forecast models available this year which 
are proving to be very accurate.  

Cliff: “So, the smoke may be very unpleasant, but we are at least gaining the ability to tell people when
it’s going to come in and when it’s going to go, which is a very very useful thing.”

Bellamy: “We’re going to have to learn to live with this for a while I think.”

Cliff: “That’s right.  We still have some smoke left - it’s not going to be over until the fires are out.  
And then in the future, the smoke problem is not going to go away until we fix some of these 
problematic forests we have that are really overgrown.  And in the long term, climate change, as the 
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planet warms up - and as we warm up - you know, that’s going to add to the problem as well.  So, you 
know, this is something we’re going to have to live with for a while.”

KNKX April 26, 2019,   discussion of Seattle air quality, especially regarding wildfire smoke:  
After the weekend forecast, they discuss the potential for more wildfire smoke events in Seattle in the 
coming Summer and in years to come.  Dr. Mass points out that air quality as measured by particulate 
matter has generally been improving in Seattle in the recent decades (as various pollution regulations 
kick in) with the big exception of wildfire smoke - which gave Seattle worse air quality than Beijing for 
several days last summer.  For the coming summer, Dr. Mass sees no reason to expect another such 
episode, though it certainly can’t be ruled out.  [This turned out to be a good prediction.]  But what 
about the long term?
Bellamy: So that’s this Summer, but what about in general - what’s your sense of the over all trend?
Cliff: Well, it really depends what we do about our forests.  The Eastside forests are really problematic. 
We’ve suppressed fire now for 50-100 years [and] a lot of our forests are very explosive on the Eastside
and we get these big fires that are not natural.  If we go back 100 years, we used to have a lot of small 
fires.  Now there’s a big tendency - a greater tendency - to have these big fires.  So if we have one of 
these big fires and it’s poorly positioned so that the plume goes right over Seattle, we of course have a 
chance of getting another major spike of air pollution.  So the key thing is to take care of our forests, 
and that’s a public issue right now.
Bellamy: And it’s moving forward right now - the Department of Natural Resources has made a huge 
budget request and it looks like much of the legislature may indeed put it in their budget which is being
finalized this weekend.
Cliff: That’s right.  And then in the longer term, as we go decades or greater into the future, I mean the 
climate is going to change around here if CO2 increases, so we expect, you know, warming conditions, 
which would probably promote fire in the long term.  But the key thing now is to deal with the forests.

KNKX Nov 1, 2019,   California wildfires (and global warming):  
They mostly discussed the cause and ability to forecast Diablo Winds and Santa Anna Winds that are 
fueling the fires in Northern and Southern California, respectively.  Forecast ability (2+ days ahead) is
excellent.  Toward the end, the topic of global warming came up:
Bellamy: “Okay, so they’re pretty predictable now, but what about global warming and climate change?
Is that going to make it harder?”

Cliff: “Well, it’s really interesting.  What will climate change do to these Santa Anna and Diablo winds 
in the future?  It appears they’re going to weaken under climate change.  What happens is, it’s going to 
get warmer, especially up in the Arctic in Canada, so the source region for the cold air is going to get 
warmer.  So the air won’t be as cold, that means the pressure won’t be as high, so there’ll be less of a 
tendency for high pressure over land and low pressure along the coast and that will tend to weaken both
the Diablo Winds and the Santa Anna Winds.  So in some sense that’s good for lessening wildfires.  On 
the other hand, as the planet warms up, California will be probably a little bit drier and also it’ll be 
warmer, so that’s going to work to encourage fires.  On the one hand, the winds weaken; on the other 
hand, it gets warmer and drier, so it’s really unclear what’s going to happen to the wildfires as we go 
later in the century.”               
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4. allegations involving Dr. Mass’s 2008 book

4a. snowpack

Petition - Supplemental Table

Statements from Cliff Mass Why his words don’t match the science

Snowpack reduction is not 
human caused (Mass’s book, 
2018*)

Not true.  There is a 60% reduction in snowpack, due to GHG 
emissions and resulting climate changes (American Water Resources
Association**)

*Mass, C. (2008) The Weather of the Pacific Northwest (year of book incorrectly stated as 2018)
**Leung and Wigmosta, 2007, J. American Water Resources Assoc.

My Assessment: The treatment of this subject in Dr. Mass’s book is legitimate and science-based 
and is not accurately characterized by the Supplemental Table

The Supplemental Table statement comes from an extended discussion on p.242-244 of Dr. Mass’s 
book and is highly misleading regarding what Dr. Mass says.  Dr. Mass does say near the end of his 
snowpack discussion, “The bottom line is that there is no clear indication that global warming... has 
caused a reduction in Northwest snowpack” (p. 244).  However, this is in the context of trying to 
educate his readers about the complexity of the issue - global warming is an obvious suspect for past 
declines in snowpack, but there are problems with the data and hints that other forces might be 
involved as well.  Moreover, Dr. Mass does not reject a strong, causal link between global warming and
snowpack reduction, as implied by the Supplemental Table.  Right after the above sentence (talking 
about past snowpack changes), he says: “Ironically, scientists have great confidence that global 
warming... will have a major influence on Northwest… snowpack during the twenty-first century” (p. 
241).  And a few pages later, he specifically states that massive snowpack reductions are expected in 
the Northwest as a result of global warming: "By the 2090's, the loss of snowpack will be 
extraordinary, with declines of 75% or more during the late winter and early spring.  The implications 
of these snowpack reductions are profound..." (p. 249).

4b. loss of glaciers

Petition - Supplemental Table

Statements from Cliff Mass Why his words don’t match the science

Loss of glaciers is due to End of
Little Ice Age, not because of 
human caused global warming 
(Mass’s book, 2018*)

Ninety to 100 percent of climate scientists agree that the planet is 
warming due to human activity, according to a peer-reviewed paper 
published in the journal Environmental Research Letters.

*Mass, C. (2008) The Weather of the Pacific Northwest (year of book incorrectly stated as 2018)
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My Assessment: The treatment of this subject in Dr. Mass’s book is legitimate and science-based 
and is not accurately characterized by the Supplemental Table.

The Supplemental Table statement refers to a discussion on p. 241 of Dr. Mass’s book and seriously 
misrepresents what Dr. Mass is saying.  Dr. Mass is not arguing against human causation of glacial 
retreat.  He is trying to educate his readers that Earth Science is complicated and it is wrong to attribute
everything to a single cause.  He discusses glacial retreat as a dramatic illustration of global warming.  
That is the context for what he actually says about the Little Ice Age, to wit:

 "However, since most of these glaciers have been in retreat for the past 100-150, the 
origin of their loss cannot be solely human-induced global warming.  Rather, it 
appears that the reduction in glacial ice is partly due to the end of the Little Ice Age, a
period from approximately 1550 to 1850 AD when much of the Northern Hemisphere
was colder and snowier than before or after." 
[Mass, 2008, p. 241, emphasis added]

4c. little overall warming

Petition - Supplemental Table

Statements from Cliff Mass Why his words don’t match the science

Little overall (temperature) 
warming is evident since the 
mid- 1980’s despite the rapid 
buildup of greenhouse gases 
during this period (Mass’s book,
2018*)

False.  All the data shows the world is warming.  Mauna Loa 
Observatory in Hawaii has concrete evidence on how alarmingly 
fast the CO2 levels have been rising during the past century.  It is 
well-supported that higher CO2 levels lead to warming temperatures
(NASA**).

*Mass, C. (2008) The Weather of the Pacific Northwest (year of book incorrectly stated as 2018)
**Supplemental Table cites Shaftel, Holly. “The Scientific Method and Climate Change: How 
Scientists Know – Climate Change: Vital Signs of the Planet.” NASA, 7 June 2018, 
climate.nasa.gov/news/2743/the-scientific-method-and-climate-change-how-scientists-know/.

My Assessment: The treatment of this subject in Dr. Mass’s book is legitimate and science-based 
and is not accurately characterized by the Supplemental Table.

The Supplemental Table statement accurately quotes from p.239-240 of Dr. Mass’s book, but presents 
the quote out of context and in a way that seriously misrepresents what Dr. Mass is saying.  The 
rebuttal implies that Dr. Mass is refering to global temperature.  In fact, his statement refers to 
temperatures averaged over Washington State (Figure 12.2 of his book).  He is specifically trying to 
educate his readers about the difference between regional and global climate signals, with the former 
being much noisier.  Moreover, he has just shown and discussed data demonstrating that the Pacific 
NW has been warming over the longer time period from 1920-2000 (Figure 12.1 of his book).
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4d. politicians 

Petition - Supplemental Table

Statements from Cliff Mass Why his words don’t match the science

Politicians trump up the need 
for climate action. (Mass’s 
book, 2018*)

According to a poll of 1,067 registered voters last March on climate 
change, if we compare all Republicans with all Democrats, we find 
that while they disagree on the cause, majorities in both parties agree
that the world is experiencing global warming and call for 
government action to address it (Yale University**). 

*Mass, C. (2008) The Weather of the Pacific Northwest (year of book incorrectly stated as 2018)
**Supplemental Table cites Leiserowitz, Anthony, et al. Politics & Global Warming, March 2018. 
2018, Politics & Global Warming, March 2018, climatecommunication.yale.edu/publications/politics-
global-warming-march-2018/.

My assessment: n/a
I cannot evaluate this claim because it is not a scientific question (at least not the physical sciences, 
where I have expertise).   However, it is worth noting that the Supplemental Table paraphrases Dr. 
Mass’s book in a misleading way, in my opinion.  The quote to which the petitioners directed me 
(p.238) is simply laying out a range of opinions at the beginning of his chapter on climate change in the
PNW: “A few groups and individuals, including some local political figures, claim that large declines 
in snowpack and other serious impacts of warming have already occurred.  Others suggest the threat 
has been exaggerated and that natural cycles are the cause.”

5. media exaggeration 

Petition - Supplemental Table

Statements from Cliff Mass Why his words don’t match the science

The media is always 
exaggerating climate change 
(multiple interviews)

Actually, the media should be reporting more on the risks and 
impacts of climate change.  The Paris accords realize the scale of the
problem and call for immediate action on a global scale.  The media 
is not exaggerating; we need to reduce GHG emissions in order to 
keep our earth from warming above 2C (UNCFF Paris Climate 
Accords, 2015).

My assessment: n/a
I cannot evaluate this claim because (a) Dr. Mass has not said this on KNKX to my knowledge and (b) 
in any case, media coverage (deficient or exaggerated) is not a question I have expertise to evaluate.
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6. polar vortex

Petition - Supplemental Table

Statements from Cliff Mass Why his words don’t match the science

Polar vortex theories are bunk 
and have no relationship with 
climate change science. 
(2/1/2019, KNKX audiocast)

Science tells us that extremes are caused by climate change. “Sea-
ice loss and rapid warming can generate sufficient wave energy to be
transmitted upward into the stratosphere and disrupt the polar 
vortex. When the polar vortex becomes elongated or split into two or
more smaller pools of cold air (as it did in recent weeks and last 
winter), we know that extreme winter weather (cold AND warm!) is 
likely.” (Dr. Jennifer Francis, 2/7/19)

My assessment: Dr. Mass misrepresents well-established science on this topic

The Supplemental Table paraphrases Dr. Mass.  He does not use the word “bunk” or refer 
directly to climate change science.  The relevant quote is:

So don’t believe any of these stories that global warming is causing more polar 
vortices to come here and cold air - it’s just not supported by the facts. [Cliff 
Mass, KNKX, 2/1/2019]

That is the concluding sentence of a statement in which he denegrates well-established science 
(the Polar Vortex theory) by implying that it is readily disproven using publicly available data.  The 
data he introduces are in fact not relevant to evaluating the scientific hypothesis in question.  The 
scientific issue is contentious, but Dr. Mass is presenting his own opinion on the science as if it is 
obvious and scientifically settled truth.

Because this is a complex matter, the following paragraphs will briefly explain the reasons for 
my assessment.  I provide a more complete explanation - based on quotes and references from the peer-
reviewed literature - farther below.

This is an active and contentious area of research, rooted in the surprising fact that wintertime 
cooling has occurred some areas adjacent to the Arctic (specifically, eastern Eurasia and eastern North 
America - see figure below) even while the Arctic itself has been rapidly warming.  In the literature, 
this is often referred to as the “Warm Arctic Cold Continents” (WACC) phenomenon.  Various 
hypotheses have been advanced to explain this enigma.  One of these hypotheses proposes that the 
warming Arctic is causing the polar jetstream to weaken and become more “wavy”, making it easier for
Arctic air to leak out to lower latitudes, thereby causing some areas to experience more extreme or 
more persistent cold.  According to this hypothesis - let’s call it the “Polar Vortex hypothesis” since that
name is often used in the media13 - global warming is (surprisingly) responsible for both the warming 
Arctic and the increase in extreme cold events observed in some continental areas adjacent to the 
Arctic.

Though one could certainly argue that the Polar Vortex hypothesis has received undo attention 
in the press, it is not a wild, unsupported claim, as the comments of Dr. Mass imply.  Rather, it is based 
on many years of solid research (as I will show below via a series of quotes from the peer-reviewed 
literature).  The peer-reviewed literature also reveals major and potentially fatal problems with the 

13 a more accurate name would be the “Polar Jetstream hypothesis”
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Polar Vortex hypothesis, and other explanations for the WACC phenomenon have been offered.  Thus, 
it would certainly be reasonable and scientifically legitimate for Dr. Mass to alert his listeners to the 
fact that this hypothesis is far from being generally accepted among scientists studying this issue.

What is not disputed, as far as I can tell, is the reality of the WACC phenomenon (which 
includes anomalous wintertime continental cooling).  WACC is the central mystery that scientists are 
struggling to understand.  Therefore, an accurate discussion of this scientific hypothesis (as opposed to 
media presentations of it) has to begin by either acknowledging or disputing the reality of WACC.  Dr. 
Mass does neither.  In his comments, Dr. Mass introduces new and different observational evidence 
about the general frequency of cold waves - evidence that is not part of the conversation in the peer-
reviewed literature, as far as I can tell.  He does not directly deny the reality of WACC, but his 
comments tend in that direction, as the transcript below reveals.

Transcript from KNKX Feb 1, 2019  

Bellamy: [after forecast discussion] “There have been some pretty confusing messages about cold 
waves.  We’ve seen headlines that they’re related to climate change and global warming?”

Cliff: “This drives me wild.  There have been all kinds of claims about the cold wave in the Eastern 
United States somehow being associated with global warming.  And that is absolutely not true.  In fact, 
it’s just the opposite.  If you go to official government sites, like the EPA or NOAA, they document that
the number of cold waves are dropping.  Global warming will not increase the number of cold waves; it
will decrease the number of cold waves.  And that’s exactly what we’ve seen.  You plot that over the 
United States and you’ll see that the cold waves are declining.  By the way, that’s particularly true here 
in the Western part of the country - we’re seeing many less [sic] cold waves than we saw back in the 
1950’s and 60’s, and part of that must be the fact that global warming is preferencially warming the 
Arctic areas, and so the source region of cold air is warming.  So don’t believe any of these stories that 
global warming is causing more polar vortices to come here and cold air - it’s just not supported by the 
facts.”

A more complete overview of the Polar Vortex topic based on quotes from the peer-reviewed 
literature

The following quotes are from recent articles in the peer-reviewed literature.  Note the large 
number of embedded references, showing that the scientific community (a) accepts the reality of 
anomalous cooling over some continental areas and (b) takes the Polar Vortex hypothesis seriously as a 
possible explanation.  All references are listed at the end.

Quote 1 (from Sun et al., 2016).  These authors argue against the Polar Vortex hypothesis.  But note 
that they begin by acknowledging the reality of anomalous continental cooling:

“Coinciding with the continued Arctic sea ice loss and Arctic amplification, cold 
winters and cold waves have recently been observed to be more frequent and 
severe over Europe, Central Asia, and the eastern United States [e.g., Cohen et al.,
2014; Horton et al., 2015].”
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Quote 2 (from Kretschmer et al., 2018) showing that “warm Arctic - cold continents” 
(WACC) is a well-established observational finding that is spurring a great deal of 
scientific research:

“Despite global warming, recent winters in the northeastern United States, 
Europe, and especially Asia were anomalously cold. Some midlatitude regions 
like central Asia and eastern Siberia even show a downward temperature trend in 
winter over past decades (Cohen et al. 2014a; McCusker et al. 2016). In contrast, 
the Arctic has been warming rapidly, challenging scientists to explain the so-
called warm Arctic–cold continents [WACC] pattern in boreal winter (Shepherd 
2016).”

Quote 3 (from Kretschmer et al., 2018), showing that an explanatory mechanism involving the Polar 
Vortex has a solid basis in the peer-reviewed literature:

“Previous research showed that a weak stratospheric polar vortex (hereafter also 
referred to as “polar vortex” or “vortex”) can affect surface weather via a 
downward influence of planetary waves (Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001; 
Hitchcock and Simpson 2014), which leads to cold-air outbreaks in the 
midlatitudes (Cohen et al. 2013; Kolstad et al. 2010; Butler et al. 2014; Baldwin 
and Dunkerton 2001; Sigmond et al. 2013; Kretschmer et al. 2016).”

Quote 4 (from Kretschmer et al., 2018), showing that this Polar Vortex hypothesis has 
flaws and that other explanations for anomalous continental cooling (not involving the 
Arctic) have been advanced:

“Though there is general agreement that sea ice loss contributed to the warming 
of the Arctic via ice–albedo feedbacks (Screen and Simmonds 2010), it remains 
controversial whether observed midlatitude cooling is related to internal 
atmospheric variability (Sun et al. 2016; McCusker et al. 2016), to tropical 
(Palmer 2014) or Arctic (Cohen et al. 2013; Cohen 2016) trends in teleconnection
indices, or to a combination of those.”

Quote 5 (from Kretschmer et al., 2018), describing the new evidence in this article 
tending to support the Polar Vortex hypothesis (though only based on correlated 
observations, not a physical mechanism):

Using cluster analysis, we identified dominant patterns of the stratospheric polar 
vortex in boreal winter. We showed that the polar vortex weakening over the last 
four decades was a result of more persistent weak polar vortex states and less 
frequent strong polar vortex events rather than an overall weakening. This shift 
in polar vortex states can account for most of the recent winter cooling 
trends over Eurasian midlatitudes via stratosphere–troposphere coupling. 
[emphasis added]
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Quote 6, from Figure 2 of a review article in Nature Geoscience (Cohen et al., 2014) 
showing the observational evidence of anomalous continental cooling:

“Figure 2.  Winter temperature trends… (c) from 1990–1991 to 2013–2014.  
Shading interval every 0.2 °C per 10 years…. Data from the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration Goddard Institute for Space Studies temperature 
analysis (http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp) [Hansen and Lebedeff, 1987].”

Quote 7 (from Cohen and Francis (2018), showing that even proponents of the Polar 
Vortex hypothesis acknowledge major problems with this proposal, especially regarding 
the inability of dynamical models to reproduce it:

“Recent work has revealed a variety of possible mechanisms, yet some new 
studies conclude that a warming Arctic does not force robust cooling over mid-
latitude continents, and that recent trends can be explained solely by internal 
variability [60–63]. Furthermore, climate model simulations that realistically 
simulate AA [Arctic Amplification] indicate that cold extremes and heavy 
snowfall will decrease as the Arctic continues to warm [41,64,65]. The 
discrepancies between observational and modeling studies, and also among 
modeling studies, are recognized [6,8,66,67] but not well understood [9,68].”

References (except numbered references from Quote 7):
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http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp
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7. hurricanes

Petition - Supplemental Table

Statements from Cliff Mass Why his words don’t match the science

Hurricanes in the Southern US are declining, 
not increasing, in frequency.  (9/14/2018, 
KNKX audiocast)

Simple not true.  Over a 28-year period, from 1982 to
2009, the percentage of Atlantic storms that rapidly 
intensified had tripled (NOAA*)

*Supplemental Table refers here to a peer-reviewed article by a NOAA scientist and colleagues: Bhatia 
et al.,  (2019), Recent increases in tropical cyclone intensification rate, Nature Communications,  
10:635, https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-019-08471-z.

My assessment: Dr. Mass’s statements are legitimate and science-based.
Dr. Mass’s focus in this segment is on explaining the state-of-science of hurricane forecasting - 

an application of weather models that are his passion and expertise.  Here, the weather models really 
have a chance to save lives by providing accurate and timely warnings.  With this focus, it makes sense 
to bring up the decrease in land-falling hurricanes as a possible explanation of why more people have 
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moved into vulnerable coastal areas.  This is the kind of thing a weather-safety expert would think 
about.  

The Supplemental Table accurately represents one part of what Dr. Mass said (declining trend in
Atlantic hurricanes hitting the US coast).  This statement by Dr. Mass is accurate, as I was able to 
confirm by looking at a NOAA/GFDL (2020) report addressing the general topic of hurricanes and 
global warming: https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/global-warming-and-hurricanes/.   As stated in that report:

“The situation for various long-term Atlantic hurricane records and related 
indices is summarized in Figure 4. While global mean temperature and tropical 
Atlantic SSTs show pronounced and statistically significant warming trends 
(green curves), the U.S. landfalling hurricane record (orange curve) shows 
no significant increase or decrease.” [emphasis added]

The Supplemental Table implies that Dr. Mass ought to have discussed evidence for increasing 
hurricane intensity in the Atlantic Basin, possibly as a result of global warming, as found in a recent 
study (Bhatia et al., 2019).  If the Bhatia et al. (2019) paper represented a definitive, well-established 
finding, I might tend to agree.  But this is not the case, as discussed in the paper itself and in the 
NOAA/GFDL (2020) report which states, “These climate change detection results are suggestive but 
not definitive” (see below for full description.)  Moreover, Dr. Mass did mention, in a general sense, 
the likely connection between hurricane intensity and global warming (see bold sentence in transcript, 
below).  It seems to me he discussed the topics of hurricane forecasting and public safety in a perfectly 
legitimate and science-based manner.

For reference, here is a synopsis of the Bhatia et al. paper provided in the NOAA/GFDL (2020) report:

“A recent study [Bhatia et al., 2019] finds that the observed increase in an Atlantic 
hurricane rapid intensification metric over 1982-2009 is highly unusual compared 
to one climate model’s (GFDL HiFLOR) simulation of internal multidecadal 
climate variability, and is consistent in sign with that model’s expected long-term 
response to anthropogenic forcing.   These climate change detection results are 
suggestive but not definitive, and depend on the HiFLOR model’s ability to 
simulate natural variability such as the AMO*.   In addition, the anthropogenic 
forcing link was explored in the HiFLOR simulations in only a very 
preliminary way.   More climate models should be tested and further research 
pursued on the sources of Atlantic multidecadal variability in order to increase 
confidence in those conclusions.  The mechanisms of observed Atlantic 
multidecadal variability and its simulation in climate models continues to be an 
active research topic in the field of climate change.”  [emphasis added]

*Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation

https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/global-warming-and-hurricanes/
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Transcript from KNKX on 9/14/2018:

discussion of Hurricane Florence (caused extensive damage to the Carolinas)

Bellamy: Well, let’s talk about Hurricane Florence.  It’s all over the news of course.  Last week we 
talked about the different forecast models predicting where it would go and how intense it would be.  
And you got the right track - going further south.  How well did the forecasting community do over all?

Cliff: Well, this storm is a perfect example of what our strengths and weaknesses are in hurricane 
forecasting.  Days before - a week before - we had the track pretty much right.  Virtually all the models 
had the track pretty much right, going into the Carolinas.  So that’s a stunning achievement in itself.  
But our forecast of intensity was not so good.  Several of the models were forecasting the storm to be 
too strong and too weak when it was offshore and most of them were forecasting that it would come 
onshore as a much more powerful storm than it actually did.  Florence came in last night as a Category 
1 storm - that’s the weakest hurricane - winds gusting only 85 to 90 miles per hour.  Well, that’s pretty 
good, but that’s a weak hurricane.  And that’s what we got.  So, the forecast of intensity has always 
been our weak spot, especially a few days out.  We couldn’t even do it well two days out.  But the track
- where that storm is going - that we can do.  And we can do that because our models are pretty good at 
getting the large-scale flow, and that’s what steers the hurricane.  So we can get the steering right.  But 
to forecast the internal dynamics of these storms, which controls the intensity - that we’re not so good 
at.

Bellamy: But in some ways the intensity is less dramatic than the track because what people are really 
focused on is the flooding and the storm surge, right?

Cliff: That’s right.  Track is clearly the most important so you know if you’ve got to worry, but it would
be nice if we got the intensity of these storms right as well.

Bellamy: Right.  Now, another thing you’ve mentioned to me is the frequency of these storms.  It feels 
like we’re having a lot of hurricanes lately, but that’s not really the case.

Cliff: That’s true.  I mean, there’s some misinformation or misunderstanding of the frequency of these 
hurricanes hitting the United States.  It turns out that if you look at the statistics - there’s been a number
of papers on this using government statistics - it turns out that the number of storms - hurricanes - 
hitting the United States has actually dropped in the last several decades.  So it’s actually a declining 
trend.  Now we can have some big years - 2005 was a big year with Katrina, for instance - but, in 
general, the frequency of land-falling hurricanes is declining.  And we’re not sure how long that’s going
to keep up.  Eventually, later in the century as the temperatures warm up, we do expect the more 
intense hurricanes to increase in frequency but we’re not sure about the frequency over all or about 
the frequency hitting the United States.  [emphasis added]

Bellamy: And strangely there’s kind of a downside to that you were telling me.

Cliff: Well, the fact that we’ve had less major landfalls during the past several decades has encouraged 
people to move to the coast.  There’s been a tremendous amount of development along the coast of the 
SE United States.  Large increases in population, buildings, and coastal developments.  And that makes 
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us more vulnerable.  So even if the hurricane trend is not increasing, the damage trend is increasing, 
and that’s because we have so many assets on the coast today.
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